
CHAPTER 6 – HOLD HANDS; WITH STRANGERS 

This is really the chapter that speaks to me.  I vehemently agree with almost everything she says here 

118-120, I’m not sure I get all this with the cover it in leather.  Part of it seems to be “dealing with pain 
solely on your own won’t get you anywhere”, part of it seems to be “accept the pain rather than forcing 
it underground 

120, inextricable connecFon.  Agree.  I would like to call this chapter “The Dinner Party”.  I’ll get to that 
in a bit 

121, You’ll Never Walk Alone.  For sure.  I don’t know if any of you have been to a real football match in 
Europe.  I have---I wandered into the athleFc complex in Barcelona and to my vast surprise, got a Fcket 
for a seat 9 rows up behind the goal.  This was in 2004 and it was a lacklustre game, but the united cheer 
of “Barca” followed by 3 claps was sizzling.  Then Ronaldinho, who at the Fme was the best player in the 
world, scored on a free kick with about 2 minutes leT.  The place went nuts.  Strangers kissing me and 
hugging me.  Ronaldinho in the centre of the pitch, hand to heart.  He was a *God* to these people.  It 
was heady, heady stuff. 

122, Hook ‘em, Horns.  I think I do know the handsign---close to a hang-10 if I’m not mistaken 

124-125, I’m not going to repeat my opening to Ehrman’s How Jesus Became God, but you may recall 
that in that opening I referred to my concept of “parFcipaFve divinity”, gave the divinity recipe and 
challenged all of us to deny that we had each evinced divinity some Fme in our life.  That’s what the 
Po]er theatre story is about for me. 

125, Challenger.  I don’t remember that as well, but each generaFon has its own---the crash of 1929, 
ArmisFce Day in WWI, Pearl Harbour and Hiroshima/Nagasaki, Kennedy AssassinaFon.  Mine will 
probably always be 9-11.  I remember with u]er clarity everything that happened to me that day.  
Actually ended up wriFng an enFre composiFonal album about it.  I called it “Somebody Shake Me”. 

128-129, showing up for these experiences.  Ok, here are 3 Chronicles entries to mull over: 

Here's something to munch on. What's the most important word in the English language?  

a) peace  
b) love  
c) sorry  
d) wine/beer/alcoholic beverage of choice  
Would you pick any of those. For-GET it, sister (though 'sorry' is probably a strong second 
choice). For me? The most important word in our language is "hello". What marvelous voyages 
of discovery can start with that word. Let me give you a recent example. On the Maritimes trip, I 
arrived tired and dusty at my B&B in Louisbourg after a heavy day of hiking and driving and 
picture-taking in Cape Breton. I showered and changed and went downstairs and, before 
flopping into a chair, I said "hello" to a couple of the other guests. Well, don't you know this led 
to a splendid dinner where I found out that they met in Paris (elderly couple from Maryland, he's 
American, she's French) and that they both loved wine and that George was an avid birdwatcher, 



having seen and recorded over 700 birds and that both have a deliciously dry sense of humour. If 
I'm in their area of Maryland ever, you can be sure I'll be looking them up.  
Next morning, I come down for breakfast, and after greeting George and Danielle I say to myself 
"well, things went pretty well last night, let's try this again". Sure enough, a "hello" exited my 
mouth and landed in the vicinity of a newlywed couple originally from Saskatoon who had been 
living in Halifax for the last couple of years. Well, don't you know that we spent the entire day 
together in Louisbourg and I hope I've made a couple new friends. Delighted was I to learn that 
they were moving to Kitchener (they've just now arrived) and I'm going to take them under my 
wing. Chris and Danielle (strange that, eh?) are the <nicest> people---he's coming to study 
neuroscience and she's here to study physical/speech therapy. What a wonderful word is "hello". 
IMHO. 

Chris and Dani live in Edmonton and we are sFll good friends.  That was 18 years ago. 

I had lunch today with my friend ***.  She’s going through a difficult change in her life that, in 
part, involves a move back home after 13 years away.  I offered to pick up the tab and she 
seemed vexed to accept.  I told her, “fuss not, let’s eat”.  I really wish she wouldn’t worry about 
that stuff.  See, friendship is all about giving what others need.  And receiving and accepting 
what you need from them.  Are there scales?  Sometimes, but those for me are unworthy thoughts 
that I put down ruthlessly.  You see, my friends give to me of their most valuable resource.  Their 
time, their care, their attention.  I must be honest and say that in only a few instances have my 
dinner party guests reciprocated.  I really do NOT care.  Because, in their busy lives, they have 
seen fit to devote an entire evening not only to me, but to the adventure of meeting new people 
and interacting with them.  It is a very great thing that I ask and a very great honour I receive.  
Do others think like this?  Who knows.  But it certainly works for me.  Remember, Jann, I’m all 
about getting “value” from things.  I just ascribe value a little differently. 

* at my last dinner party, I did engage the populace in the conversation about the phenomenon of 
dinner parties.  About how I love doing these, but how it’s been reciprocated so few times.  And 
then we expanded the conversation to talk about a certain group.  I’m going to call that group 
Generation Text. 

For Generation Text, person-to-person interaction is becoming less accessible and the skill of 
actual communication is going the way of the Great Auk.  But I also posed another point.  
Generation Text won’t do this sort of thing---can’t do this sort of thing---because they’ve got 
nothing to say.  Is that harsh?  Well, it is and it isn’t.  My burgeoning perception is that 
Generation Text is bereft of interests---of passions, hobbies, pursuits, because they only have 
time and the attention span for the Tweet of the Day.  And to pursue many—not all, but many---
interests involves actually spending real non-device time with others who pursue those interests.  
Because they’re bereft of interests, they’re bereft of interest.  And at a level, I think many of them 
may know it. The worrisome part is that they choose not to—or can’t---do anything about it. 
Trust me---this is darned scary to think about. 



130, collecFve assembly, abso-lute-ly.  One of the really devastaFng Fmes of the past COVID year was 
being at synagogue to sing the Kol Nidre prayer….and only having 35 or so people doing it with us.  In 
every other year, that number is 2,000 +   It is the most profound expression of sacredness that I know, 
and something that renews my sense of…..diminishment with grace.  It is the moment that I am 
reminded of my faith definiFon--- It is the medium by which my soul and my mind connect to my 
purpose and God’s purpose for me in the world in which I live.  It is my soul’s nourishment and the 
lifeblood of how I live. To know that it is *so* not about me. 

131, why do you think I compose and play so much?  It is my release, my way of saying things that will 
otherwise stay locked up within me.  How many Fmes music has recharged me… 

132, I’ve read his Musicophilia and it is a worthwhile book 

134, yes.  Absolutely.  The funeral for my mom was *awful*.  5 people and the rabbi allowed.  My sister 
was not able to take any meaningful part because of the restricFons.  There was so *li]le* of the 
greatness of my religion that supports one in Fmes like that because of the circumstances.  At 
dinner….on the worst day of all of our lives?  We are laughing uproariously as dad, Caroline and I tell the 
boys about mom’s foibles, about the Fme she went to the Bay with all her coupons and discounts and 
they wound up paying *her* to take the merchandise she had chosen.  If we can laugh on the worst day 
of our lives, we live lives of connecFon, meaning and vulnerable courage. 

135, this is maybe the one thing I disagree with her on.  I have racked my brains and I don’t think I have 
ever “bonded” with someone new over gossip.  There is a very fine line, of course, between that and 
lampooning poliFcians, which I probably *have* bonded with someone over. 

139, how close she is here to my statement which I apply to fundamentalists---“instead of ‘here’s the 
problem let’s fix it’, it’s ‘you’re the problem, we’ll fix *you*’ “  See exhibit A, lynch mobs 

139-143. it would be interesFng to hear her views on the sort of middle-ground of zoom, meets, webex, 
etc.  The *only* reason I would ever consider even opening a facebook account would be if I was 
heading back to visit Australia and wanted to try to connect with friends that I made on a trip in 1998 
and who I’ve missed for almost 20 years (went back to see them in 2002).  That’s about it.  I believe so 
very, very strongly in physical interpersonal connecFon.  Ahhh---but.  Do people even know how 
anymore? 

145, no.  No, I can’t think of one example of courage that didn’t require vulnerability or opening myself 
up or taking a risk on my part.  A life without risk is a life without reward.  Sounds like a dull and horrible 
life to me.  Take some risks. 

When I did my journal entry on courage, my chosen word for the year 2019, I put these things down: 

* - the courage to live beyond and beneath myself at the same 6me 
- the courage to *take* what I need from friends and family this year 
- the courage to stand up for something that is right even if it means opposi6on or 
condemna6on from people who know me and/or people I care about 
- the courage to be less when I may want to be more (and the courage to be more when I may 
want to be less) 



- the courage to forge a liveable path that may mean that I forego things I want or desire 
- the courage to live my life to the fullest I can and to take joy in wherever and whenever the 
opportunity arises 
- the courage to be more aware of God and his works 
- the courage to let go and let down my guard when I need to—to be vulnerable and to be 
angry and to cry 
- the courage to make other people’s difficult decisions easier—and to support difficult 
decisions if they are made 
- the courage to admit my weaknesses, shortcomings, lack of understanding and accept a loss 
of control over my life 
- THE COURAGE TO LOVE WHEN LOVING BECOMES REALLY, REALLY HARD 
- the courage to find a reason to smile when smiling becomes really, really hard 
- the courage to be able to say what I will need to say if and when I need to say it 
- the courage to accept that my mom may leave my life this year—and the courage to make 
sure that I hold fast to the reasons I have loved her so much---to ensure that my con6nued life 
makes her life con6nue to have meaning 
- the courage to con6nue to be the good of the person that people think of me, and to 
con6nue to see the best and bring out the best in other people 
- the courage to BELIEVE.  I have spoken of this to others so much recently.  I need to take it to 
heart myself.  I have so much of myself to believe in.  I just have to believe in it. 
- the courage to remember that I’m not the only one with difficul6es ahead and behind…the 
courage to harbour compassion 

- The courage to believe that an impossibility could happen. 


